Dealing with Conflict



Dealing with anger in the workplace can be one of the hardest things. 

Being angry might be difficult to hide. If it bursts out of you, it will be destructive. If it stays buried inside you, it will also be destructive.
 


What things make you angry outside of work?




How do you usually deal with your anger?





What things might make you angry at work?






Marks:						(2 marks each) 		/6
Knowledge and Understanding

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Knowledge of facts about yourself
Demonstrates limited knowledge of facts
Demonstrates some knowledge of facts
Demonstrates considerable knowledge of facts
Demonstrates thorough knowledge of facts

To deal with anger at work, you should do the following:

Calm down. Relax your muscles and slow your breathing down. This will help you to keep a clear head.
Express your feelings calmly and clearly. Use “I” statements to express your own feelings.
Tell the person that you know that you are responsible for your anger, not the other person. You choose to be angry or to calm down—no one “makes” you mad.
Do not touch the other person.
Know that other people are entitled to their opinions. 
Try to reach a resolution to the problem right away.
If you are wrong, say you’re sorry. Then don’t make the error again in the future.

Answer what you should do in the following situations

	A co-worker whom you don’t know very well accuses you of stealing his lunch and starts to shout. You did not steal his lunch. How might you solve the problem?







	A fight breaks out in front of you between two other co-workers on the construction site. When they start pushing each other, they push into you. How might help to you solve the problem?






	In your salon job, you have a client booked in with you for a conditioning treatment. The client’s regular stylist is Jennifer. When you finish, you go to the staff room and Jennifer accuses you of stealing her client. How might you solve the problem?










Marks:						(2 marks each) 		/6
Knowledge and Understanding

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Understanding of concepts about resolving conflicts
Demonstrates limited understanding of concepts
Demonstrates some understanding of concepts
Demonstrates considerable understanding of concepts
Demonstrates thorough and insightful understanding of concepts


“The customer is being rude on the
phone, but I won’t be
rude back. We’ll resolve the
problem and move on.”



